The Nonpharmacological Approach to Chronic Pain Management

While many products and services can help to relieve pain, they aren’t meant to replace medication therapy, but can be a useful part of the pain-management toolbox.

By Surayyah Morris, PharmD

NOT ALL PAIN advice is the right advice. For example, losing weight isn’t always the answer. Drinking more water is not a cure-all. Being “positive” helps, but it doesn’t resolve pain. Such clichés are very familiar to chronic illness warriors who have heard them tenfold. And, even though medicines can be beneficial for controlling pain, patients may also benefit from safe and effective options in addition to those provided by a prescription pad and insurance formularies.

The Approach

While patients may not be able to immediately resolve pain, taking the edge off can provide relief while they figure out their next move; it is an effective way to buy time.

An important part of pain management is recognizing what makes them feel better and establishing a routine to remain in a state of relief. Just understanding relief is achievable can provide patients with the knowledge of what it takes to stay there.

Everyone experiences pain differently. Whether it’s acute or chronic, how pain is perceived is specific to the individual. We can do our best to help others understand the type and severity of our pain, but ultimately, it is a personal experience. Understanding this is imperative because it allows us to keep our pain management expectations in perspective and remain realistic when treating pain. In addition, some techniques are meant to alter how pain is perceived, while others are meant to have some physical effect on the actual source or location of pain.
Heat and Cold Therapy

Heat increases blood flow. Applying heat can help relax the pained area and allow more blood to flow to the area to relieve the pain. However, heat is a common trigger for symptoms caused by several conditions. Therefore, patients should be particularly cautious when using any type of heat therapy.

There are many types of heat therapy, including:

- Heating pads (dry or moist)
- Heated blankets
- Hot water bottles
- Hot/warm baths
- Steamed towels
- Sauna/steam rooms

Sauna and steam rooms can be pain-relieving options for those able to tolerate them. A sauna provides a dry heat that assists in circulating blood and promotes sweating and detoxification. Alternatively, a steam room provides moist heat, which can be more soothing and relaxing. Choosing which type of heat works best is key when using one of these therapies. However, keep in mind that some conditions may be worsened by the moist heat of a steam room and relieved by the dry heat of a sauna and vice versa. Therefore, use of sauna and steam rooms should be introduced in small increments of time.

Cold therapy helps to reduce blood flow, inflammation and nerve activity; dulls pain; and boosts the immune system. Types of cold therapy include:

- Ice packs. These are common items, but a thorough Amazon search provides a list of commercial products that make icing specific areas of the body much simpler. A homemade ice pack will also work. For instance, placing a regular gel ice pack into a fluffy sock can help to relieve burning neuropathic pain the same way as a product specifically designed in the shape of a sock.

- Topical cooling products (Biofreeze, IcyHot). These cooling products are available in sprays, creams, patches, roll-ons and more. When applied, relief is practically spontaneous. Many patients routinely bring this product along when leaving the house just in case immediate relief is needed.

- Ice bath. If the shock can be tolerated, an ice bath has many benefits. And while the feeling is intense, the duration of therapy doesn’t have to be long. Patients can start with a two- to three-minute bath and increase the time as tolerated. To ease the shock, it may help to warm a towel in the dryer for use when exiting the ice bath.

Hands-On Therapy

Massage and physical therapy can be very beneficial for treating pain.

In fact, massages aren’t just for pleasure; they can be a part of a pain management routine as well. Massages help to drain the lymphatic system, relieve stress (a big trigger for pain conditions), reduce tension and improve circulation. The level of pressure used can be adjusted based on tolerance. For instance, some pain conditions may only tolerate light pressure, and this should be communicated to the masseuse.

Other massage options include:

- Full-body massage chair
- Massage gun
- Portable neck massager
- Cloud foot/leg massager
- Roller balls and foam rollers
- Portable chair massagers for the office or in the car

Physical therapy introduces a movement variable into a pain-management routine. Physical therapy focuses on activities such as stretches, strengthening, flexibility and range of motion to relieve pain. Therapists are trained to safely incorporate specific exercises for the best outcome. They can also massage local areas of pain, which can take the place of a separate expense for personal massages. Patients should always wear appropriate clothing to appointments and show their assistive devices to the therapist who can ensure they are working and being used properly.

Investment Therapies

To say the following types of therapies are investments may be a slight understatement, because when they work, they work well. And, while they can be expensive, their long-term benefits are worthwhile.

**Spinal cord stimulator.** A spinal cord stimulator, a surgically implanted device that sends electrical signals through the nerves via the spinal cord to relieve pain in specific areas of the body, blocks pain signals from reaching the brain. The stimulation feels like a faint vibration on the inside of the body and, with programming, the rate, intensity and pattern of the pulses can be customized. For chronic pain originating from the arms/shoulders and up, a lead would likely be placed on the cervical portion of the spine to relieve pain. If chronic pain is in lower areas such as the legs, the lead can be placed on the lumbar spine. Patients should discuss with
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a pain doctor whether this is an option for them. If so, a trial run to test it can be conducted before having to commit to the real thing.

Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS). The external equivalent to a spinal cord stimulator is a TENS unit, which has electrodes with pads that connect to a handheld device to deliver pain-relieving electrical impulses through the skin and nerves. TENS units cannot target full-body pain at once, but they are ideal for localized pain in one area at a time. These units have advanced into wireless options and are commercially available, which makes them convenient to access and add to a pain-management routine.

Alpha-Stim. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration-approved Alpha-Stim device uses electrotherapy probes for pain or earlobe clips for anxiety, depression and insomnia that requires a prescription. The device is powered by batteries, and the probe and earlobe supplies and solution used with the device need periodic replacement. Fortunately, the risk of investment in this device is minimal because if it doesn’t provide relief, there is a 30-day money back guarantee.

Biofeedback. This electronic monitoring of automatic bodily function involves attaching electrodes from a computer to a body part to show visual activity, such as contractions, relaxation, brain activity, breathing patterns and more, to teach patients the connection between how their brain processes these movements to put them in control of their pain. Biofeedback can be performed in a doctor’s office, physical therapy clinic or with a wearable device.

Therapeutic Lifestyle Changes
To manage chronic pain, small daily habits can have a positive effect on how well it is controlled. A few ways to make small changes include:
- Establishing a daily routine
- Avoiding triggers such as stress, alcohol and heat
- Practicing yoga and meditation
- Laughing
- Incorporating anti-inflammatory foods into the diet
- Getting adequate sleep
- Exercising as tolerated, or going for a walk

If any helpful pain management therapies are too costly, a way around the expense is to create a homemade version of the product or service. For example, if a frozen ice pack isn’t available, one can be made with a Ziploc bag, two parts water and one part rubbing alcohol. If a massage is needed between professional sessions, a family member or friend can fill in as the masseuse. To achieve the incredibly low temperature of a cryotherapy machine, a tub filled with ice and cold water will provide a comparable sensation. The goal is to relieve pain. It doesn’t matter how elaborate the process is, as long as the goal is accomplished. Chronic pain can seem like a game that is based a little on strategy and a lot on luck. But, once patients find what works for them, they should maintain it as if it were gold.

Cold therapy helps to reduce blood flow, inflammation and nerve activity; dulls pain; and boosts the immune system.

Patients may also find it helpful to stay as involved in groups or organizations in which people share the same or similar conditions. Often, these groups allow patients to learn how others manage their conditions to gain ideas that may be useful. Most importantly, patients should be open to trying different strategies (as long as the benefits outweigh the risks). But, the common-sense test should always be used when trying something new.

Complementary to Medication
Chronic pain is likely to be ongoing, and managing it will require trial and error. And, while these options are not meant to replace medication therapy, it’s helpful to include nonpharmacologic therapies as part of the pain-management toolkit.
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